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Have a careful look at the UK cities map. Can you estimate the 
distance from London to each of these cities in kilometres? 

Journey Estimate (km) Actual distance (km)

London to Leicester

London to Birmingham

London to Bristol

London to Liverpool

London to Swansea

London to Plymouth

London to Manchester

London to Leeds

London to Edinburgh

London to Glasgow

London to Dover is 106 km. Use this distance to help you estimate the other 
distances!

Now write in the actual measurements next to your estimate and answer these questions: 

Which of your estimates was closest to the actual length? 

Which of your estimates was least accurate? 

What was the difference in km between your estimate for the distance between 
London and Edinburgh and the actual distance? 
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Have a careful look at the UK cities map. Can you estimate the 
distance from London to each of these cities in kilometres? 

Journey Estimate 
(km)

Actual distance 
(km) Difference

London to Leicester

London to Birmingham

London to Bristol

London to Liverpool

London to Swansea

London to Plymouth

London to Manchester

London to Leeds

London to Edinburgh

London to Glasgow

London to Dover is 106 km. Use this distance to help you estimate the other 
distances!

Now write in the actual measurements next to your estimate and work out what the 
difference between your estimate and the actual measurement was. 

Which of your estimates was closest to the actual length? 

Which of your estimates was least accurate? 

Add all the numbers in the ‘difference’ column together. How many km were 
you out altogether?!
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Have a careful look at the UK cities map. Can you estimate the 
distance from London to each of these cities in kilometres? 

Journey Estimate 
(km)

Actual distance 
(km) Difference

London to Leicester

London to Birmingham

London to Bristol

London to Liverpool

London to Swansea

London to Plymouth

London to Manchester

London to Leeds

London to Edinburgh

London to Glasgow

London to Inverness

London to Dublin

London to Galway

London to Lerwick

London to Nantes

London to Dover is 106 km. Use this distance to help you estimate the other 
distances!

Now write in the actual measurements next to your estimate and work out what the 
difference between your estimate and the actual measurement was. 

Add all the numbers in the ‘difference’ column together. How many km were 
you out altogether?!
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Today you are going to do some estimating! Find each 
Question Card and make an estimate for each one. You will need 
to decide which unit of measurement you will use for each one. 

centimetres
metres

kilometres
miles

millilitres
litres

grams
kilograms

Measurement Unit of measurement Estimate

Now see if you can find the actual measurement? 
How close were your estimates? 
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Journey Actual distance (km)
London to Leicester 140 km

London to Birmingham 163 km

London to Bristol 160 km

London to Liverpool 286 km

London to Swansea 253 km

London to Plymouth 294 km

London to Manchester 264 km

London to Leeds 282 km

London to Edinburgh 534 km

London to Glasgow 553 km

London to Inverness 734 km

London to Dublin 463 km

London to Galway 636 km

London to Lerwick 996 km

London to Nantes 851 km
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Measurement Unit of 
measurement Estimate

Weight of a brick
kilograms/

grams
3.5 kg/3500 g

Length of a fire engine metres 8.5 m

Height of the Eiffel Tower metres 324 m

Weight of a paperclip grams 1 g

Capacity of a teacup millilitres 178 ml

Capacity of an Olympic 
swimming pool

litres 2,500,000 l

Height of a telephone box metres 2.5 m

Width of football pitch metres
Between 45 m 

and 90 m

Capacity of a bath litres 100 l

Length of a tennis court metres 24 m

Height of a fizzy drink can centimetres 11 cm

Length of a sheet of A4 paper
centimetres/

millimetres
29.7 cm/297 

mm
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What do you estimate 
the weight of a brick 

would be?

Which unit of 
measurement would you 

use? 

What do you estimate 
the length of a fire 
engine would be?

Which unit of 
measurement would you 

use? 

What do you estimate 
the height of the Eiffel 

Tower is?

Which unit of 
measurement would you 

use? 

What do you estimate 
the weight of a paperclip 

would be?

Which unit of 
measurement would you 

use? 

What do you estimate 
the capacity of a teacup 

would be?

Which unit of 
measurement would you 

use? 

What do you estimate 
the capacity of an 

Olympic swimming pool 
would be?

Which unit of 
measurement would you 

use? 
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What do you estimate 
the height of a red 

telephone box would be?

Which unit of 
measurement would you 

use? 

What do you estimate 
the width of a football 

pitch would be?

Which unit of 
measurement would you 

use? 

What do you estimate 
the capacity of a bath 

is?

Which unit of 
measurement would you 

use? 

What do you estimate 
the length of a tennis 

court would be?

Which unit of 
measurement would you 

use? 

What do you estimate 
the height of a can of 
fizzy drink would be?

Which unit of 
measurement would you 

use? 

What do you estimate 
the length of a sheet of 

A4 paper would be?

Which unit of 
measurement would you 

use? 


